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On today's podcast episode, we discuss the argument for the NYTimes suing OpenAI, the

argument for other publishers (like Vox, the Associated Press, and others) signing content

licensing deals with OpenAI, and how this all shakes out. Tune in to the discussion with our

analysts Daniel Konstantinovic and Gadjo Sevilla.

Subscribe to the “Behind the Numbers” podcast on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Pandora,

Stitcher, YouTube, Podbean or wherever you listen to podcasts. Follow us on Instagram

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/behind-the-numbers-an-emarketer-podcast/id1113097936
https://open.spotify.com/show/7C9j1qi6NI4Uct9gWfFdxk?si=31c6ee3a5e0a4b7f
https://pandora.app.link/eqLsEa15dJb
https://youtube.com/@emarketerinc
https://www.instagram.com/insiderintelligence/
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Episode Transcript:

Marcus Johnson (00:00):

This episode is made possible by Roundel, partner with roundel and reach over 165 million

people who look to target for joy and inspiration. Together with them, you can design curated

media solutions that are a seamless extension of the target experience, all backed by

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/qW4Qg_qYs7qIBK5PDG0B1WXoQYVvGsjUoBnUEpto7RIzJ9M_wAVjP5DGcED7AGeZFzHlhn2v2VG-YP4_2jcwN3otP7g?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=0.5699999
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unparalleled first party data and measurements. If you'd like to learn more, you can head to

roundel. com.

Gadjo Sevilla (00:24):

What's important to point out though is that quality content is a finite resource, and so at

some point, all the bases will be covered, right? And the way these training models just suck in

all this information, this is not going to go on forever clearly.

Marcus Johnson (00:46):

Hey gang, it's Thursday, June 6th. Danny Gadjo and listeners, welcome to the Behind the

Numbers Daily and eMarketer podcast. Made possible by Roundel. I'm Marcus. Today I'm

joined by two folks. First of all, we have one of our senior analysts who writes for our

connectivity and tech briefing is Gadjo Sevilla.

Gadjo Sevilla (01:05):

Hey Marcus, happy to be here.

Marcus Johnson (01:06):

Hey, fella. He's based in New York City, also based in the city is analyst for our marketing and

advertising briefing. It's Daniel Konstantinovic.

Daniel Konstantinovic (01:16):

Hello. Happy to be here.

Marcus Johnson (01:17):

Hey, chap. So today we're talking all about AI companies and publishers and the divide that's

going on there, but we start with today's fact. The deadliest animal for humans is, I'm guesses,

Daniel Konstantinovic (01:32):

I don't know mosquitoes. Is that a? Does that count?

Marcus Johnson (01:34):

Oh really, Danny, according to BBC Science Focus, they kill 725,000 people every year

because they carry various deadly diseases, dengue, yellow fever and malaria, things like that.

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/nhLCf7jb70tuydI726U-ghtz2aaHzZb9LzbhE0rblLVfZYxusekfLQK4JRzEKGMjbVqPMqSFANXqL0hpoUTKydI0izI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=24.27
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They kill three times more humans than second place snakes. Mosquitoes are the worst

people. They're so awful. Today's real topic, AI companies and publishers. How does this

relationship play out?

Marcus Johnson (02:09):

In today's episode, we're just talking about the divide between AI companies and publishers.

No, in other news. Okay. So we start with the lead. The news industry is divided over ai, right?

Sarah Fisher of Axios explaining that major news outlets are taking opposite approaches

towards future proofing their businesses against the threat of ai. Some are opting to partner

with AI companies, others are suing them. On the one hand, the New York Times, some smaller

news outlets and eight prominent regional players like the Chicago Tribune are all suing Chat,

GPT, parent Open AI, and Microsoft for copyright infringement, basically using its data

articles and content libraries to train its AI models. The New York Times had been in talks with

open AI on a licensing deal for context, but that fell through sending them down this path of

suing them. On the other hand, several large news publishers like the Associated Press

Financial Times, Meredith Vox, the Atlantic, and others have instead chosen to strike pay deals

with AI companies for millions of dollars annually, undermining the Times argument that New

York Times that is that it should receive damage payments of billions of dollars.

Marcus Johnson (03:16):

Ms. Fisher notes. So she also points out though that AI firms don't need to license news

content from every publisher depending on the type and the volume of content they need to

train or inform their large language models. So for this episode, Danny has o�ered to be

arguing for working against AI companies. So that's the New York Times position suing them.

And Gago has kindly agreed to argue for working with AI companies, which is what Vox News

Corp, wall Street Journal, the Associated Press and others are doing. These arguments don't

necessarily reflect these gents personal opinions. They're very kindly agreed to just be

lawyers for the di�erent arguments. So you can hear two di�erent sides. So we'll start with

Danny and we'll start with an opening statement from Danny. He's arguing for working against

AI companies like the New York Times is.

Daniel Konstantinovic (04:04):

Sure. I do feel that on some level by signing these deals, publications are kind of giving AI

companies the shovel with which to bury them. I understand that there is a big cash influx

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Bzd0F4idp3_DlkriVLdG4efvWWu56C3oGPUKzkWR8jNLVFi_MI11ojnYlhZHZAAKSYKyfIkrJlAZsvVuUBZ8MO6KyHU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=129.235
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/ul_Rn-Mnl8EdIWnDM-NYBnRnTBjGxkNI4Qrlz0ekEACLk7qgv7PYbryaLpYeqiK61zqfoPxiuVRgqLCzLpqkJtnfXBg?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=196.87
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/P_xQQ3slr_qWRw5XU872GHHz8VgWPKG8-LjMwHmWmoBN8e5_U9xY0I0_prkIdlsfhFZcG-0B1IcZdNgVp0Zab4dHvlE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=244.87
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from these deals that is likely really helpful to these struggling publishers. It's a really tough

time for the digital publishing industry, but the products that OpenAI and Google are

developing are clearly intended to replace these publishers or at least siphon o� a significant

portion of their tra�c. If you just look at what Google's AI overviews are doing, that is a

significant risk to publisher tra�c. And I think that if publishers had successfully banded

together and as there were talks to do less summer, according to the Wall Street Journal and

sued AI companies for copyright infringement, they would've had a much stronger case than

they do now with all these deals. But their position is undermined by their industry colleagues

signing these deals.

Marcus Johnson (05:05):

Right. Ga, you're arguing that working with AI companies and signing licensing deals is a smart

option. How come?

Gadjo Sevilla (05:14):

So I think they want to take control of the situation and they probably feel if you can't beat

them, join them. So media companies working with AI companies to make their content

available for AI data training or doing two things, they're finding new ways to monetize their

content while trying to remain relevant in the shift to AI by making their information available

to a new audience, they also have the opportunity to shape the future. A lot of these deals are

not just for content, but they're also for building new content products with the oversight of

the content companies themselves.

Marcus Johnson (05:55):

So Gaja, the pushback here, which is New York Times is concerned about, I mean you said if

you can't beat them, join them. And some folks see this as kind of a deal with the proverbial

devil because Jessica Lessen of The Atlantic, ironically, one of the companies who now has a

licensing deal with open ai, she wrote that media companies are making a huge mistake with

ai. News organizations rushing to absolve ai, companies of theft are acting against their own

interests. It's a really interesting piece. She writes that for as long as I've reported on the

internet companies, I've watched news leaders try to bend their businesses to the will of

Apple, Google Meta and others chasing text distribution and cash use firms strike deals to try

to ride out the next digital wave. They make concessions to platforms that attempt to take all

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/w_0KqqtRGziWrPY-szFRjrHP0-OhscZvkMSow5l-cy17GjpRS-LeMTdJlLsqaKROv32tV9wH7KszDvtMFkDAMQHuOcI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=305.65
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/tuLeqLPzemevPAvKJ506BVpE1c4LWq_ghq5hhuaZps9WRWjQ-dkpgbHANmKeHibNy1O1N4CVIJF5fl9JsF1aoXnNkSM?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=314.17
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/pxqrEInCOaEF6gnR1i-_X4Lu_waa35ZjNyuuQ08laj9d5uMTX1FhKCkxI_7TUmccqQvWwxbVZK20qX0lZM7NFXxp0ZQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=355.985
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of the audience and trust that great journalism attracts without ever having to do the

complicated and expensive work of journalism itself. And it never ever works as plans.

Daniel Konstantinovic (06:51):

You call it a deal with the devil. A day after they announced the deal, a columnist, the Atlantic

published a story about the deal with that exact title.

Marcus Johnson (07:00):

Oh, really? I

Daniel Konstantinovic (07:01):

Think, yeah, lesson's also the founder and editor in chief of the Information, which is another

tech publication that has significant stakes in what goes on with ai. And I think she's right. I

mean she makes some really compelling arguments about historical examples of news outlets

tying themselves to tech companies, whether that's the infamous Facebook video debacle

where a bunch of companies infamously pivoted to video only to find that their Facebook's

metrics were significantly inflated and a lot of companies went out of business. One of the

examples I believe she brings up in the article is when NewsCorp developed a publication

specifically for the iPad that burned through tens of millions and shut down less than a year

later. Yeah, I mean it's hard to argue with all of the historical examples of companies being

media companies being hung out to dry in these deals or partnerships or focuses on tech

platforms.

Marcus Johnson (08:01):

I mean, you said if they can't beat them, join them and they're getting some money out of this,

but it doesn't seem like that much money at all. And in the piece she talks about publishers, the

idea of them willing to roll over this way and just failing to defend their intellectual property,

saying they're also trading their hard earned credibility for little cash from the companies that

are simultaneously undervaluing them and building products quite clearly intended to replace

them. So what do you make of how much money these companies are getting in some of

these licensing deals?

Gadjo Sevilla (08:34):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Wp8Oi8NblgYr9oATzTdEFgQyUW_l6PeDH9Sm9IWKn4PtZ_OSVl8BhungqPFuHExVdOxx9O8SUpEk1pOnR0dj3-_E3ns?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=411.945
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/1l4G48yFHpwj2Rk5Q-2U36tQ_J-4g91useeaFyTRqajJBn6ryU6pJeIkM84rYeqvLWWezbw2iI3rwsvqYduCBcWqFUo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=420.35
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/VUBu_5GsZZFCNfnwgxdfzMZvtMoCSPAmuFSe_fPvFjbVVzgrvzsoNf3KRLmXhIc9P7blAEPU4um4nnkbL-tydb5UNqc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=421.075
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https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/DAHMVKeyQRKuRkzYoN3e0SFzYkK-mVASnvaJ1KezosiOALaIdeXE4ThCr7NlQumw2nCbB04VsoKAepsMo-xQuIgTrQc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=514.37
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Yeah, from my understanding, most of these deals are non-exclusive, meaning a content

provider can work with several AI companies at the same time, and so that just makes it

possible for them to earn recurring revenue while ensuring that their content and coverage

remains a staple for the training models models. This also helps, I mean, it's inevitable that the

audience might be using AI rather than the web or search to get through articles. So I think

they're just making sure that they're in that conversation. The content is still accessible

through that means, I mean, it's not a perfect deal. Clearly they're giving up a lot, but at the

same time, these a�liate programs can provide better returns than advertising for them.

Marcus Johnson (09:29):

It does feel like a bit of a cash grab and not that much cash at that. I mean, you make a great

point. If you sign a bunch of these deals worth millions of dollars, then you are pulling in more

money than obviously if it was an exclusive one. But according to various reports, there's

some numbers on how much they've been pulling in. So the Associated Press, so the open AI

working with them for their text archives for training, that's a single digit millions per year

deal. The FT. Financial Times whose deal includes display and training is worth five to 10

million per year. Our parent company, Axel Springer, signed a three year deal, which includes

use of its content for both training and display worth about 25 to 30 million in the biggest one

I could find. News NewsCorp, Danny, you might have written about this five year deal with

OpenAI valued it as much as 250 million in cash and OpenAI credits. So that's 50 million per

year. They could make monies from these, Danny. But my other question would be how long

will AI companies need publishers data for?

Daniel Konstantinovic (10:25):

Yeah, I mean the question is if they really needed the stamp of approval to begin with, because

these AI companies are pretty notorious for having already harvested all of this stu�. I mean,

we had a couple stories on the site about a database of a stolen books basically called Books

three that was used by Google and Meta and OpenAI to train large language models. And the

knowledge of this database sparked a bunch of lawsuits from authors and publishing

companies. So the real value of these deals, I think for the AI companies is avoiding future

litigation. They're already facing so many copyright lawsuits that adding to the pile would be a

problem for them, and this gives them a pass on that. You're unlikely to see the Atlantic suing

open AI for copy infringement now that they've signed a possible multimillion dollar deal with

them. I think also, we talked about the size of the NewsCorp deal, these really large media

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Y02OttloJI9JAPwb8mW2mnCHwlGwRMgaNHMFcchoB4Rp0RoF3h1WqzGgC1K7gY-J859Lf31pk0uvLQ3lLSxuu0zGrhQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=569.07
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/x5xTkWiNMjSKXinp622Nq__0z0Ga-qRGEBY6csja61gaVrtlH0pxXP3YOqG2dBM8WpCogWi7djab9KoSETkoFoL5EoU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=625.26
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conglomerates that have a bunch of publications underneath them like Axel Springer, like

NewsCorp or Vox, another recent one that signed a deal they stand to benefit the most from

these deals because of the volume of training material that they have on o�er.

Daniel Konstantinovic (11:44):

But I dunno, I agree with your sentiment, Marcus, that this does just feel like a quick

opportunity for a influx of cash at a time. And in the long run, I don't think these deals will

really benefit publishers.

Gadjo Sevilla (11:58):

I think they do help to legitimize AI companies who can claim that their training data comes

from vetted sources. I think what's important to point out though is that quality content is a

finite resource, and so at some point all the basis will be covered. And the way these training

models just suck in all this information, this is not going to go on forever clearly. So I think you

will see more of this in the short term. I don't know how long these deals are for or whether

they're potentially recurring, but I think it's important for AI companies now as well as for

publishers who, again, they don't want to miss out on any opportunity at this point to

showcase their content before it gets subsumed whether they want to or not by AI engines.

Yeah,

Marcus Johnson (12:53):

Yeah, because open AI's defense here is that they're saying they're simply making fair use of

publicly available data. And so I'm sure that term is going to come up a lot in this case of the

New York Times. What does fair use mean in this instance?

Daniel Konstantinovic (13:05):

Yeah, I mean, I think Goddard just said something really interesting, which is that this is not

going to go on forever and that high quality content is a finite resource. A lot of people have

posited that these AI products are set to really disrupt search, which is the way that the

majority of publishers get a large portion of their tra�c, and a lot of those publishers are

likely to go out of business when the tra�c goes away because there will be less viewers and a

devaluing of ad space. And even the proposal for how AI could benefit the news business,

which is largely that it could o�er new ways to advertise to users or identify untapped groups

of users to show ads to. Even that is not really a long-term solution because the tra�c is likely

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/-AdbuA3vWws3NkWcLhxXWUYqZbsDdN4EIUMm6bkxjRVLCo6GymuGWxRADzhVGj4TEAOCw-S9ZrOIGELOJGwvyiLXLeY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=704.85
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/aOi2ttnNBbhggqn7Ek7lK3WUof_pqgpracl5Gywti0awm3nSZBKAoygbOvUcSjINdv7w-LEp4tBEUy87RowGaj8TDPU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=718.63
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to decline. And so when all of these publications start to fold, what will OpenAI have to train

its model on? The idea is that this will, it's kind of a zero sum game where eventually there will

be nothing new to input into the large language models other than itself

Marcus Johnson (14:14):

Kind of a SNA eating its own tail. Yeah, I mean in terms of publishers, some publishers being

hugely a�ected by this, there some numbers on publisher tra�c and how it'll likely su�er the

December internal report from the Atlantic, including large publishers could lose 20 to 40% of

their tra�c. This was if Google rolled out its search generative experience, similar concepts,

you type something in and you get an answer back and you don't need to go look for the

information by clicking on links. And so that was one data's point, the March report from RIV

estimating publishers could lose as much as 60% of their tra�c as a result of the changes as

well. But you talked about quality content that these deals do depend on the size, quality, and

type of content. Ms. Fisher of Axios noting that news publishers with large video archives

think broadcasters and cable networks will have more leverage than text-based businesses

because video archives are less available for bots to scrape.

Marcus Johnson (15:12):

Daniel, I think you touched on this. This is an interesting point, which is why these companies

are struggling to provide a unified front, and Ms. Fisher was noting that music and book

publishing both able in their fight for copyright protection to come together and actually dot

dash Mary, this parent a c was pushing to create an industry coalition to help unite big

publishers in fighting for copyright protections from AI companies. But that e�ort fell

through due to conflicting business incentives supposedly. So why has New York Times gone

in that direction and most other publishers gone in the other one?

Daniel Konstantinovic (15:43):

Well, the New York Times sued open ai, but not for lack of trying to strike its own deal. The

lawsuit was the result reportedly of a breakdown in negotiations that the New York Times

couldn't and OpenAI could not find terms that they agreed on. So the New York Times and a

deal as just a lesson pointed out, is still a likely outcome of this litigation in a possible

settlement. So why didn't publishers band together the way these other industries have?

There's a couple reasons. I mean, there's not too much of a precedent, I suppose, for

publishers backing each other in a legal issue in this way. But I'm sure that these publishers,

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/9Ae3OR9YpBubTn0Z3Ni8D1KBplRoZZP_akoMwueSVSnxH94JYy7njH3oQRkX454JvK1seuLErw7lZT1msXA8pvlzxEA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=854.6799999
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many of them who are quite strapped for cash at the moment probably did some simple

balance sheeting of can we a�ord to go into a months long court battle with some of the

wealthiest companies in the country and likely came out with the answer that no. And even if

many of them had banded together, I'm sure that they still would not have had the deep

pockets to fund that kind of litigation.

Marcus Johnson (16:52):

These do feel like kind of settlements like settlement out of court type deals. They like, we'll

take the 250 million now, we might get nothing later if we lose. So let's take o� the lawyer hats

of this last question, gents, and tell me how you guys personally think this stu� plays out. Go

to you first.

Gadjo Sevilla (17:11):

So one analogy that comes to mind was Napster and iTunes. So people were illegally sharing

music and then along came a business model that promised to allow publishers, musicians to

profit from the technology. Hindsight, they didn't really profit that much. $1 songs really

didn't change the game for anyone. And depending on who you ask, that pretty much killed

the music industry's model from that time. Music publishing is this similar. Well, in a way,

they're already taking the information. I mean, you can have say Chad, GBT, bring out results

from websites from behind their paywalls. How do they do that without subscriptions? Right.

So I think for publishers in this sense, they're just trying to find a balance and a way to get

something out of it while still maintaining a veneer of we're progressive, we're not behind the

technology cycle. Right? We're building it alongside these companies.

Marcus Johnson (18:19):

Right. One of the comments I did see was what we start to see a marketplace pop up to help

companies sell their content libraries. And Tobit is apparently building a marketplace to

connect AI bots and scrapers with publishers verified content for a dynamic fee. Fox Corp

also building a similar tool. And so you might see marketplaces where these publishers can sell

their content libraries to AI companies. Question there, Danny though, is even if there is a

marketplace, how do you agree on the price of news, which is a whole other kind of worms,

but Danny, how do you see this playing out?

Daniel Konstantinovic (18:53):
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Yeah, I mean even news publications can't agree and consumers can't agree on what the price

of news is. I wish that I had a more optimistic view of all of this, but I feel quite negatively

about all of it. And I think that it's just a continuation of the same decline of the news industry

that we've been seeing for the last several years. A lot of publications are really threatened by

what OpenAI and others are developing and with good reason. And the largest publications

like the New York Times or NewsCorp are going to be the last ones left standing because they

have the largest market share, the largest audiences, the largest content libraries to negotiate

with if they want to strike these kinds of deals. I think what we will see is that companies that

have really made an e�ort, not just recently, but in the past several years or longer to develop

di�erent revenue streams or diversify their businesses are the ones that are really going to

survive or coast through this period.

Daniel Konstantinovic (19:55):

So the New York Times, I'm sure we'll do well because they have a very developed

subscription o�ering with games, with cooking with the athletic that has done really well for

them. I'm sure NewsCorp will continue to do well and someone who I think has had some really

smart things to say about all this is Eli Patel, who's the editor in Chief of The Verge. There was

a recent episode of his podcast that talked about this concept of Google Zero and how

publishers who are reliant on Google for Tra�c are not unlike an influencer who is solely

reliant on the TikTok algorithm for tra�c. And that companies that find themselves now in

that position and did not develop a of their own revenue are kind of too late to adapt to the

changing industry.

Marcus Johnson (20:53):

On that point, I mean, missed lesson from The Atlantic was saying, why would anyone want to

read a bunch of news articles when an AI could give them the answer? Maybe with a tiny

footnote crediting the publisher that no user will ever click on. She says, tech companies

aren't in the business of news and they shouldn't be. Publishers have to stop looking to them

to rescue the news business. And then just final point from me, you were talking about the

wealth biggest publishers being the ones that are going to get through this also seems like

only the kind of rich AI companies are going to be the ones that survive, the ones who can

a�ord to pay these publishers for their data to train their models. Who will be the ones who

will survive? Because if they don't, your AI model won't be as good as the others gents. That's
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why we have to leave the conversation today. But thank you so much for your time. Thank you

to Danny. Yeah,

Daniel Konstantinovic (21:42):

Of course. Always happy

Marcus Johnson (21:43):

To be here. Thank you to Gaja. A pleasure. Thank you. And thank you to Victoria who edits the

show, Stuart and Sophie, of course, who help out with the podcast. And thanks to everyone

for listening in. We hope to see you tomorrow for the Behind the Numbers Weekly we listen, an

e-Marketer video podcast made possible by round out.
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